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SITES OF UKRAINIAN NPPs AND
NUCLEAR POWER COMPLEX FACILITIES

3
3

URANIUM RESERVES OF UKRAINE
Uranium ore mining and processing are performed by the State Enterprise “Eastern Mining
and Ore-Dressing Combine” (SE “VostGOK”), that produces some 1000 tons of uranium
concentrate (yellow cake) per year and thus meets the demand of the Ukrainian nuclear
power plants for natural uranium by 40 percent
The purpose of further development of uranium mining and production is to fully supply the
demand of Ukraine’s nuclear power plants for natural uranium in the middle and long terms
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SE “NNEGC “ENERGOATOM” IS THE ONLY
OPERATOR OF NPPS IN UKRAINE
SE “NNEGC “Energoatom” was established on October 17, 1996
The Company is responsible for the safety of all operating NPPs of Ukraine :
Zaporizhzhya, Rivne, South-Ukraine and Khmelnytskyi NPPs

The Company operates § 15 nuclear power units to the total installed capacity of 13 835 MW
Start of construction

§ 2 hydro power units of Tashlyk Pumped Storage Hydro Power Plant to
the total installed capacity of 302 MW
§ 2 hydro power units of Oleksandrivka HPP to the total installed
capacity of 11,5 MWт

Rivne NPP

4 nuclear power units:

South-Ukraine NPP

3 nuclear power units:

2 – VVER-440
2 – VVER-1000
VVER-1000

Zaporizhzhya NPP
6 nuclear poewr units:

VVER-1000

Khmelnytskyi NPP
2 nuclear power units:

VVER-1000
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KEY ACHIEVEMNETS OF THE NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRTY
The key achievements falling on the mentioned period that have definitely had
a positive impact in terms of the industry development also include the following:
Ø Lifting of the moratorium for new nuclear build in late 1993
Ø Completion and commissioning of three new nuclear power units with VVER-

1000 RI

(under adverse social and economic conditions: Zaporizhzhya NPP unit 6 – in 1995,
Khmelnytskyi NPP unit 2 and Rivne NPP unit 4 – in 2004)

Ø Restart (in 2001–2002), after more than 25 years of suspension, of construction

and commissioning of two pumped storage hydro power units of Tashlyk PSHPP
to the total installed capacity of 302 MW (in 2006-2007). Today further 4 hydro
power units are under construction

Ø Establishment of the national staff training system for NPPs, development of a

network of educational and training centers for personnel training,
commissioning of full-scope simulators at all operating NPPs

Ø Improved operations and increased capacity factor, which allowed to

compensate for the early decommissioning of Chornobyl NPP unit 3 even
before the new power units of Khmelnytskyi and Rivne NPP were
commissioned
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS OF NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY (Cont.)
Ø Improvement of operating and emergency operating procedures
Ø Improvement and modernization of NPPs’ physical protection systems
Ø Establishment of a nuclear materials transportation and physical security system
Ø Establishment of the national Emergency Response System
Ø Nuclear damage risk insurance pursuant to international conventions
Ø Establishment of a unified system of scientific and technical support of NPP
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

operations
Establishment of a domestic industrial base to supply NPPs with materials,
equipment and services
Completion of operating power units’ safety review and receipt (in 2004) of
permanent licenses for operation of NPPs
Improvement of the radioactive waste management system and ensuring its
compliance with the regulatory requirements
Commissioning of a spent fuel dry storage facility at Zaporizhzhya NPP in 2001
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS OF NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY (Cont.)
Ø

Signing in 2005 of a contract with an American company “Holtec International”
for the construction in Ukraine of a centralized spent nuclear fuel storage
facility to accommodate SNF generated by KhNPP, RNPP, RNPP and SU NPP. The
technology is currently being finalized, with licensing initiated in Ukraine

Ø

Legislative introduction of a mechanism to permit accumulation of funds in
support of NPPs’ decommissioning (in July 2004 a Law of Ukraine “On regulation of issues
pertaining to nuclear safety” was approved, to define, in legislative terms, the organizational and
legal form of a fund reserve intended for the purposes of decommissioning of reactor installations)

Ø

Harmonization of a legal status of territories of RI location;

Ø

Ensuring openness and transparency in public relations
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SCIENTIFIC, DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SUPPORT TO
UKRAINE’S NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY
After the collapse of the USSR all key institutions (the general designer of VVER reactor installations

“Gidropress” Design Bureau, the scientific supervisor “Kurchatov Institute”, general design contractors
“Atomenergoproekt” institutes) and many other organizations who had provided scientific, design

and engineering services to the nuclear power complex would be referred to the Russian
Federation
Ukraine faced the need for establishment of its own scientific, design and engineering support
system to provide services to the nuclear power industry
Today Ukraine has the following organizations to deliver the main tasks pertaining to scientific,
technical and engineering support of the nuclear power industry :
Design engineering support function

(analyses to demonstrate safe operation of a reactor installation, including strength and seismic stability
calculations, safety reassessments, lifetime extension analyses, development of NPP design modifications
and preparation of Safety Analyses Reports for NPPs etc.)

§ rests with – “Energoproekt” design institutes in Kharkiv and Kyiv, institutes of the national
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine – Іinstitute for materials strength problems, Institute for
electric welding etc.
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SCIENTIFIC, DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SUPPORT TO
UKRAINE’S NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY
Scientific, technical and engineering support function

(safety analyses for nuclear fuel management, reactor core design; radiation impact on reactor pressure
vessel research, programs of reactor vessel test specimens etc.)

§ rests with – Kharkiv Physics and Technology Institute (Center for Reactor Core Design),
Nuclear Research Institute, Kyiv National University (International center for nuclear
safety), Іnstitute for NPP safety issues, State science and engineering center for control
and emergency response systems etc.
In 1992 a State Scientific and Technical Center for Nuclear and Radiation Safety was
established as a technical and scientific support organization to the regulator (SNRIU) , which
has been quite successful so far. The center conducts state expert reviews on nuclear and
radiation safety, possesses state-of-the-art calculation codes and is staffed with competent
qualified personnel
In 2003 SE “NNEGC “Energoatom” established a separated subdivision “Scientific and
Technical Center” (SS STC) as its structural unit. The task of SS STC is to establish a system of
scientific and engineering support to the operating utility, coordination of activities of the
core institutes to resolve the issues pertaining to safe and reliable operation of NPPs
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INFRASTRUCTURE OF UKRAINE’S
URANIUM INDUSTRY
Uranium ore is mined and processed by the SE “VostGOK”
Uranium ore is mined at two mines :
§ Ingul mine – design capacity of 460 k t/year
actual capacity of 400 k t/year
§ Smolino mine – design capacity of 500 k t/year
actual capacity of 400 k t/year
Novokonstyantynivka mine – under construction, design
capacity of 1500 k t/year
Ore is processed at the leach plant (GMZ) in the town of Zhovti Vody
design capacity - 1800 k t/year
actual capacity - 800 k t/year
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ZIRCONIUM PRODUCTION
Zirconium is the basic construction material for fabrication of nuclear fuel
Ukraine possesses raw material resources and production facilities
Reconstruction and development of these will permit the following:
§ Increase of the existing production of zirconium dioxide up to 320 t per year
§ Launch production of zirconium sponge in the amount of up to 250 t per year
As of today Ukraine has a technology for production of nuclear grade zirconium dioxide. There
is still a need to develop a technology for production of zirconium sponge
Further development of zirconium production is expected through:
§ Final refurbishment of zirconium dioxide production facilities
§ Start of zirconium dioxide production
§ Procurement of a technology and equipment for zirconium
sponge production, development of the production scheme
§ Construction of a facility (unit) for zirconium sponge production
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
SE NNEGC Energoatom cooperates with governmental
and non-governmental organizations from:
USA

Czech Republic

France

Belgium

Japan

Finland

Great Britain

Switzerland

Netherlands

Slovakia

Bulgaria

Sweden

Spain

Croatia

FRG

Austria
and other countries

Implementation of international programs designed to improve nuclear safety of Ukraine’s
NPPs is an important area of the Company’s international activity
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INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

USA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nuclear Fuel Qualification for Ukraine
Simulators for personnel training
Equipment belonging to safety systems
NPP physical protection
Safety assessment of nuclear power plants
Operational safety
Symptom-based emergency operating procedures

ITA

(USD 300 mln.)

EC

(USD 268 mln.)

TACIS
INSC

(Instrument for Nuclear
Safety Cooperation)

Other donors

• Construction of solid radioactive
treatment facilities
• On-site assistance to NPPs
• Design safety
• Miscellaneous

waste

• Establishment of the National Center for
maintenance and management personnel
training
• “Soft” assistance projects targeted at
improvement of the safety culture

Organizations: IAEA
Donor states: Great Britain, France, Sweden, Czech Republic
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INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Donor-states’ contribution to safety improvement of Ukrainian NPPs
США (300 млн дол.)
USA (USD 300 mln.)

INSC

ТАСIS (213 млн. євро)
TACIS (EUR 213 mln.)

USA
ТАСIS

IСЯБ (55 млн. євро)
INSC (EUR 55 mln.)
Велика Британія (712 тис.
Great Britain (GBP 712 k)
фунт.)
Чехія
(30 млн.
крон)
Czech
Republic
(CZK
30 mln.)
Франція (4 млн. євро)
France (EUR 4 mln.)
Швеция (32 млн. шв. кр.)
Sweden (SEK 32 mln.)
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IMLEMENATION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS BY
SE NNEGC ENERGOATOM
International Project on Innovative Nuclear
INPRO Reactors and Fuel Cycles
• SE NNEGC Energoatom joined the Project in 2005 pursuant to the Ordinance of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
• Under the Project, a one-region model of Ukraine’s energy system was developed. Based on this model, a forecasting
estimate of development of the nuclear power system of Ukraine till 2100 was made, along with the review of concepts
of innovative nuclear energy systems, using the INPRO methodology areas, such as «Economics», «Infrastructure»,
«RAW Management», followed by the issuance of a reporting document

IFNEC

International Framework for Nuclear Energy
Cooperation

• Program was launched by the U.S. Government in 2006
• SE NNEGC Energoatom has been monitoring the IFNEC’s activities focused on development and application of the
advanced fuel cycle technologies that would contribute to securing the environment-friendly CO2-free development
worldwide, enhancing the environmental condition and reducing the risk of proliferation of fissionable nuclear material

EUR

International Group

• SE NNEGC Energoatom became a full member of the Group in 2007
• Experience acquired in evaluating the compliance of EPR design against the EUR requirements, enabled the Company to
get a sufficient volume of information on the European Light-water Reactor - EPR (AREVA), as well as the methodology
of analysis of European reactor designs’ compliance with the applicable requirements, and will facilitate the licensing of
reactor installations in Ukraine. These efforts reinforce the Company’s image in Europe and help it present itself as a
serious business partner for cooperation in the nuclear power sector
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DIVERSIFICATION OF NUCLEAR FUEL SUPPLIES IN UKRAINE
COOPERATION WITH WESTINGHOUSE
June 5, 2000
Signing of
Implementing Agreement between the
governments of Ukraine and the USA

Beginning
2005 - 2009

Pilot operation of 6 lead test assemblies
(WFA) carried out at SUNPP Unit 3 during
four fuel cycles

Stage І

Successful Completion

In March 2008 commercial Contract #1 was signed with Westinghouse Electric Sweden АВ for nuclear fuel supply to the Ukrainian NPPs
Since 2010 …

Stage ІІ

March
2010
Start of trial
operation of
42 WFA
(reload batch)

2012-2013
Westinghouse
modifies FA
design

Beginning of operation process

2013-2014
A set of tests were
performed, required
justifications were
prepared, Regulator’s
concurrence was
obtained

2014

42RWFA of
modified design
were delivered to
SUNPP and loaded
to the core of
SUNPP Unit 3

Since April
2015
RWFAs
have been
operated in the
mixed core of
SUNPP Unit 3

2016
Based on the
results from the
first year of
RWFA trial
operation a
decision was
made on fuel
expansion to
other power
units

June
2016

End of
2016

First reload
batch of
42 RWFA
inserted at ZNPP
Unit 5

First batch of
RWFA is
planned for
loading at
SUNPP Unit2

It is planned to operate Westinghouse nuclear fuel at six out of the fifteen Ukraine’s NPPs (South Ukraine NPP and Zaporizhzhya NPP). The
approach fully complies with the European Energy Security Strategy adopted in 2014 that reads “an overall diversified portfolio of fuel
supply is needed for all plant operators”.
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ESTABLISHING CENTRAL STORAGE FACILITY FOR SPENT NUCLEAR
FUEL OF VVER-1000 REACTORS OF UKRAINE NPP (CSFSF)

§ The start-up complex equipment will be supplied by Holtec
International, as a technology owner, on a contractual basis
§ Civil engineering design of the CSFSF is being performed by the
Ukrainian designer, namely, Kyiv Research and Design Institute
«Energoproekt»
On-surface «dry» storage technology is used for spent fuel storage, deploying a double-barrier
system of SF confinement ensured by the equipment of specifically-designed cask-type systems

Design capacity of the CSFSF :
ü 12 010 VVER-1000 SFA;
ü 4 519 VVER-440 SFA
Start-up complex capacity :
ü 2 511 VVER-1000 SFA;
ü 1 105 VVER-440 SFA
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DESCRIPTION OF CSFSF PROJECT
Project goal
To improve management system of Ukrainian NPP spent nuclear fuel (SNF) to enhance
energy security of Ukraine by constructing own facilities for SNF long-term storage
based on the “Wait and See” concept (deferred decision)
Location
Central spent fuel storage facility of Ukrainian VVER-type
NPPs (CSFSF) is located in Chornobyl exclusion zone (Kyiv oblast,
Ivankiv rayon) under the Law of Ukraine on CSFSF ( # 4384 dated Feb.
09,2012)

Project description
CSFSF is a self-sustained nuclear facility intended for long-term (100 years) storage of
SNF that will be transported thereto from the operating power units of RNPP,
KhNPP and SUNPP. CSFSF comprises a number of buildings and structures duly
equipped to ensure safe storage of spent fuel received from NPPs in the asdesigned controlled technological mode
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PLANS FOR PROJECT IMPLEMENATION
2016
ü SE NNEGC Energoatom to receive land lots intended for the CSFSF for permanent use;
ü CSFSF and its railroad sidetrack to be built;
ü Licensing of the technology and equipment to be completed
2017
ü construction of the railroad sidetrack to be completed
ü process equipment and Holtec-designed pilot systems for SF storage to
be manufactured and supplied to Ukraine
2018
ü CSFSF construction to be completed
ü full-scale comprehensive testing to be conducted
ü pilot spent fuel storage systems to be installed on the CSFSF site
ü CSFSF to be accepted for pilot operation
2019-2022
ü CSFSF to be accepted for full-time operation
ü SF storage systems to be installed on the CSFSF site
ü SF storage systems to be delivered by Holtec International to the CSFSF site under
the contract (the total number of contracted systems is 94 units)
ü local manufacturing of Holtec-designed spent fuel storage systems to be established in
Ukraine (potentially, Тurboatom PJSC )
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PROGRAMS FOR IMPROVEMENT OF UKRAINE’S NPPS SAFETY

2002-2005

Comprehensive
safety upgrade
program of
Ukraine’s NPPs

2004-2009

K2R4 post startup safety
upgrade program

2006-2010

Concept of
safety upgrade of
the operating
NPPs

2011-2020

Comprehensive
(integrated)
safety upgrade
program of the
Ukrainian NPPs

Includes measures pending from the previous programs that continue to be topical, as well
as measures identified as a result of the in-depth nuclear safety assessment of Ukrainian
NPPs (“stress-tests”) completed after the Fukushima accident
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COMPARISON OF 2015 SCRAM STATISTICS WORLDWIDE,
IN WANO-MC AND IN UKRAINE 2015
The indicator of unscheduled scrams per 7000
hours of reactor critical operation (0.14) as
achieved at Ukrainian NPPs is almost twice as
low as on average at WANO-MC and 4,7 times
as low as in the world
0,7

The indicator of unscheduled trips per 7000 hours
of reactor critical operation (0.14) at Ukrainian
NPPs is 1.6 times as low as on average at WANOMC and almost 4 times as low as in the world
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INTERNATIONAL SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF UKRAINIAN NPPS
The Company’s top priority is safety upgrade at operating NPPs
For many years, safety assessments by international experts have yielded positive conclusions:
§ During periodic IAEA Review Meetings of the Contracting Parties to the Joint Convention on Nuclear
Safety
§ During continuous monitoring by international experts within international cooperation programs
(OSART, ASSET, WANO missions)
In 2008 - 2009 all power units of Ukrainian NPPs received a unique, in terms of the scope of activities,
comprehensive safety assessment performed within a joint Ukraine-EC-IAEA project consisting of 14
IAEA missions in the following areas:
§
§
§

design safety
operating safety
RAW management and decommissioning

The international safety assessment of Ukrainian NPPs involved:
§

62 international experts from 23 countries and international organizations

§

32 IAEA staff members

IAEA and EC experts established compliance of all power units of Ukrainian NPPs with IAEA
requirements to nuclear safety.
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STRUCTURE OF SE NNEGC “ENERGOATOM”
SS “AtomRemontService”

SS ZNPP

SS SUNPP
SS “AtomEnergoMash”

SS “AtomKomplekt”

SS “Emergency Technical
Center”

SS “AtomProjectEngineering”

MAIN OFFICE
SE NNEGC ENERGOATOM

SS KhNPP

SS RNPP

24
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SE “NNEGC “ENERGOATOM” PLACE IN THE ENERGY
SECTOR OF UKRAINE (6 MONTHS OF 2016)
The structure of generating capacities

The structure of electricity production
SE NNEGC
«Energoatom»
52,7%

ТPP
62,6%

SE NNEGC
«Energoatom»
25,9%

ТPP
35,1%

HPP and other
11,5%

HPP and other
12,2%

The structure of electricity output
to the energy мarket of Ukraine
ТPP
29,9%
SE NNEGC
«Energoatom»
54,3%

HPP and other
15,8%
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY TO THE ENERGY
MARKET OF UKRAINE

57,3
49,8

49,8

2008

2009

49,2

48,2

47,1

2011

2012

50,2

44,4

%

48,8

54,3

2007

2010

2013

2014

2015

6 mnths.
2016
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LIFETIME EXTENSION OF UKRAINE’S OPERATING
NUCLEAR POWER UNITS

By 20
years

Lifetime extended
(4 power units)

Activities are
ongoing
(4 power units)

RNPP 1 VVER-440/213

ZNPP1 VVER-1000/320

10.12.2010 – SNRIU’s Board licensed
the unit’s lifetime extension until
2030
By 20
years

RNPP2 VVER-440/213

10.12.2010 SNRIU’s Board licensed
the unit’s lifetime extension until 2031
By 10
years

SUNPP1 VVER-1000/302

28.11.2013 SNRIU’s Board licensed the
unit’s lifetime extension until
02.12.2023
By 10
years
SUNPP2 VVER-1000/338
10.12.2015 SNRIU’s Board licensed the
unit’s lifetime extension until
31.12.2025

Completion expected in
2016

ZNPP2 VVER-1000/320

Design lifetime has not
expired
(7 power units)

ZNPP4 VVER-1000/320
Design lifetime
expires before
2020
(4 power units)

ZNPP3 VVER-1000/320

Design lifetime
expires after
2020
(3 power units)

RNPP3 VVER-1000/320

SUNPP3 VVER-1000/320
ZNPP5 VVER-1000/320

Completion expected in
2016

Design lifetime expires on
05.03.2017

KhNPP1 VVER-1000/320

ZNPP6 VVER-1000/320
KhNPP2 VVER-1000/320
RNPP4 VVER-1000/320

Design lifetime expires on
11.12.2017
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ENVIRONMENT SCRUTINIZED BY ENVIRONMENTAL
EXPERTS
Environmental conditions in locations of the NPPs operated by SE NNEGC Energoatom are
subject to close scrutiny by more that 200 environmental experts, who belong to radiation
safety and hydraulic engineering
departments, services for institutional control,
environmental protection, environmental and industrial safety
Number of environmental experts employed by NPP:

60

ZNPP

40

RNPP

55

SU NPP

40

KhNPP

Moreover, 7 environmental experts are employees of AEM
Radiation monitoring of the environment at Ukrainian NPP includes:
§ Monitoring of gas and airborne emissions and water discharges into the environment;
§ Monitoring of environment pollution by radioactive materials;
§ Control of equivalent and annual cumulative dose rates
NPP deploy the most advanced and the most comprehensive automated environmental
monitoring systems in Ukraine that ensure effective on-line monitoring of the environment
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
OF THE COMPANY
The Company’s environmental management system is certified to ISO 14001

Tangible achievements and efforts of the Company on environmental load reduction are
demonstrated by the certificates, issued by the internationally recognized body TÜV NORD
to SE NNEGC Energoatom subdivisions between 2007 and 2014, which certify conformity to
ISO 14001:2004 “Environmental management systems - Requirements with guidance for
use”. Annual supervisory audits also acknowledge the Company’s continuous efforts to
improve the environmental management system
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CONTRIBUTION OF UKRAINIAN NPPs TO MITIGATION OF
CLIMATE CHANGES
For the time of operation of Ukrainian NPPs, the total
amount of prevented СО2 emissions has made up 2.7 billion
metric tons. If Ukraine had not operated nuclear power
plants at all, the annual amount of CO2 emissions released
into the environment would have increased by 117 million
metric tons (+ 30%)
The cost of prevented emissions exceeds USD 100 billion (as
compared to the Carbon Capture & Storage Technology that
otherwise would need to be utilized for thermal power plants
and cogeneration plants)
Since 1990 Ukraine has generally halved СО2 emissions,
thereby contributing significantly to the achievement of the
European 20-20-20 targets
The Company spares no efforts in enlightening the public on
the impact the Ukrainian nuclear power industry has on the
climate, and holds open discussions with environmental
experts and representatives of environmental organizations
30
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TASKS AND FUNCTIONS OF ENERGOATOM
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE IN BRUSSELS
The main task is to provide organizational and representative support in issues
related to international projects of SE NNEGC «Energoatom»
The core of activities is support to and expansion of cooperation with international
organizations, partner companies and other stakeholders in the field of peaceful
utilization of nuclear power; representation of the Company’s interests in the
territory of the European Union countries, protection and promotion of strategic
interests, diversification and expansion of activities
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MEMBERSHIP IN THE UKRAINIAN NUCLEAR
FORUM ASSOCIATION
Ø Energoatom is a member of the Ukrainian Nuclear Forum established in July
2009
Ø Today the Association includes 16 enterprises and organizations of the
nuclear industrial complex of Ukraine
Ø Since 2011 the Ukrainian Nuclear Forum Association has been an Associate
Member of the European Nuclear Forum “Foratom”. It is the first and so far
the only national association within the Forum that represents a non-EU
country
Ø Key tasks of the Association:
•

Consolidated advocacy of the industry interests with the state governmental
authorities and civil institutions of Ukraine

•

Informing the public on industry events

•

Building trust to the national nuclear industrial complex among a wide public
based on objectivity, openness and responsibility
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FORATOM MEMBERS
Belgian Nuclear Forum
Bulgarian Atomic Forum

British Nuclear Industry Association

Romanian Atomic Forum

Dutch Atomic Forum

Finnish Energy Industries

French Atomic Forum

Slovak Nuclear Forum

Slovenian Nuclear Forum

16 EUROPEAN
MEMBERS

Spanish Nuclear Industry Forum

German Atomic Forum

Swedish Atomic Forum

Hungarian Nuclear Forum

Swiss Nuclear Forum

Italian Nuclear Association
Ukrainian Nuclear Forum Association

CEZ (Czech Republic) and PGE (Poland) are
Corporate Members
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER FOR
MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL (NTCMP)
To ensure construction and operation of new nuclear facilities the Company pursues another
important area of activity, which is training of all categories of personnel
As part of the program of international technical cooperation between the European Union
and Ukraine “Instrument for Nuclear Safety Cooperation” АР-2007, in 2009 a project was
launched on “Establishment of the National Training Center for Maintenance and
Management Personnel of SE “NNEGC “Energoatom” on the basis of Zaporizhzhya NPP ETC”.
The project unifies, in terms of organization, 2 self-standing projects:
§ Establishment of the National Training Center for Maintenance Personnel of SE
NNEGC “Energoatom” (NTCMP)
§ Establishment of the National Training Center for the Management of SE NNEGC
“Energoatom”(NTCM)
Building А
Building Б
Building В

Building Г

Simulator complex of the
operating
personnel
training center
Administrative building
Educational and laboratory
complex

Building of the National
maintenance personnel
training center under
34
construction

ZAPORIZHZHYA NPP.
NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER. BUILDING “Г”
CORE OF THE TRAINING BUILDING OF THE NATIONAL
TRAINING CENTER FOR MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL (NTCMP)
The NTCMP core building houses the full-scale equipment of VVER-1000 power unit, i.e., a complete
set of equipment of one circulation loop
Currently, 23 laboratories are being constructed in the close vicinity of the NTCMP core building, to
be equipped with 159 simulators of the power unit equipment
Refueling Machine
Crane

VVER-1000 Reactor

The training is designed to provide NPP personnel
with in-depth knowledge and hands-on experience
in:
§
§
§
§
§

Conducting maintenance and repair of equipment
Assembling and disassembling of a reactor
Handling of the fresh and spent nuclear fuel
Servicing of the safety-important systems
Working safely in the ionizing radiation areas

When completed, the National Training Center for
Maintenance and Management Personnel will be a
breakthrough in both the training technology and the
technical training aids
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G-7 INITIATIVE “GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP”
International technical assistance to SE NNEGC “Energoatom” within the G-7
initiative “Global partnership against the spread of weapons and materials of
mass destruction”

Global partnership

USA
(USD 3.5 mln.)

• Technical refurbishment of physical protection
systems of SU NPP unit 1,2
• Simulators for personnel training
• Equipment belonging to safety systems

Germany

• Modernization of SU NPP security perimeter
• Modernization of the physical protection
system of RNPP unit 3

SwedenNorway

• Modernization of the physical protection system
of KhNPP unit 1
• Establishment of the central security control
desk

(EUR 2.3 mln.)

Canada
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NUCLEAR POWER COMPLEX PRIORITIES
Among the priorities of Ukraine’s nuclear power complex are the following tasks:
§ Establishment of domestic production of nuclear fuel (except for uranium enrichment)
§ Development of uranium mining to ensure 100% supply of the need of Ukrainian NPPs
with uranium of domestic production
§ Commercial development of technologies for production of the needed zirconium products
§ Development of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste management infrastructure
Apart from that, ensuring energy security requires implementation of the program for
diversification of nuclear fuel and nuclear technologies supplies to support the needs of
Ukraine’s nuclear power complex
In the long term:
§ the industry will be fully integrated into the global uranium market
§ Ukraine will be able to export the natural uranium concentrate (yellow cake) to the global
market
Raising competitiveness of the nuclear power sector in the open
liberalized market of Ukraine shall emerge as another important
priority, which will require a strategic choice of market
mechanisms to regulate the development of the company
operating nuclear power plants and the company producing
nuclear fuel
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REFORMING UKRAINE’S ELECTRICITY MARKET
1 February 2011
6 October 2011

- Ukraine became a full-fledged member of the European Energy
Community
- Ukraine undertook commitments regarding implementation of the
Third Energy Package (Directive 2009/72/EU, Regulation 714/2009)

In pursuit of Ukraine’s commitments the Government has proposed to Verkhovna Rada a
draft Law “On electricity market of Ukraine”

The main tasks of the mentioned draft law are:
§ Establishment of competitive segments of the electricity and associated services
market
§ Introduction of a market mechanism for electricity pricing
§ Limiting state interference with market operation
§ Ensuring a liberalized access to electricity grids for market participants
§ Full elimination of cross-subsidizing of residential tariffs
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SE “NNEGC “ENERGOATOM” POSITION AND PROSPECTS
UNDER A REFORMED MARKET
Emerging opportunities for SE NNEGC “Energoatom”:
§ Selling electricity and associated services in the wholesale market under direct
contracts
§ SE NNEGC “Energoatom” access to European power exchanges as a result of
Ukraine’s technical synchronous connection to the ENTSO-E and integration of
markets (price coupling of regions - PCR)
§ Improving the Company’s investment attractiveness
European integration-oriented efforts within Ukraine’s power industry:
§ Project on establishment of Ukraine-EU power bridge
§ Construction of new generating capacities, including completion of KhNPP units 3
and 4
§ Construction of facilities for spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste management
§ Approval and enforcement of the laws designed to implement the requirements of
the Paris Climate Conference Protocol of November 11, 2015
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PILOT PROJECT “UKRAINE – EUROPEAN UNION: POWER
BRIDGE”
“Ukraine – European Union: Power Bridge” pilot project envisages revitalization of 750kV OTL Khmelnitska (Ukraine) – Rzeszów
(Poland), which is a valuable strategic asset of Ukraine

• The project is implemented as the initial stage of Ukraine-EU power systems’
synchronization
• Project stage I includes revitalization of 750kV OTL “Khmelnitskyi NPP (Ukraine) –
Rzeszów Substation (Poland)” which has not been utilized since 1993
• According to the grid operators’ analysis, revitalization and re-commissioning of the
750kV OTL will take up to 18 months. The OTL’s potential will permit export of part
of electricity produced by Khmelnytskyi NPP, which operates two VVER-1000 power
units
• Electricity export to EU will allow Ukraine to step up as an active and important
player in the European Union market
• SE “NNEGC “Energoatom” will obtain a funding source to support completion of
KhNPP units 3 and 4 and upgrades of the operating units

The project preliminary cost is estimated at UAH 1358,0 mln., inclusive of UAH 837 mln. needed to ensure
backup in-house needs of KhNPP unit 2 for unit operation within ENSO-E through installation of an all-unit
transformer for KhNPP unit 3
Start of electricity export to EU under the project is expected in 2018
The main goal of the project is to increase Ukraine’s export potential through electricity supplies to the European
Union countries by means of “Burshtyn power island” extension. The project provides for radial connection of the
two existing Ukraine’s 750 kV OTLs (shown in pink in the Fig.) to “Burshtyn island” thus increasing the generating
capacities synchronized with the European Union
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NON-UTILIZED POTENTIAL OF THE REGION
Baltic
integration and
synchronization
funded by the
European
energy
community

Potentially
feasible
electrical
connection
Belarus-Poland

Utilizing Poland’s export electrical connection
financed from the EU funds and the hybrid electrical
system of Lithuania, Russia stands a good chance to
step up as the main player in the region starting
2018, eradicating Ukraine’s power potential from the
EU energy market.
Lithuanian-Polish electrical
connection
New Belarus NPP, total installed capacity of 2400
MW
(commissioning in 2018 -2020)
Rivne NPP :150 km to the Ukrainian-Polish border, 4
power units, total installed capacity of 2835 MW

Ukraine’s
export potential
to Baltic states

Khmelnytskyi NPP: 2 units in operation, total installed
capacity of 2000 MW; 2 units under construction, total
installed capacity of 2000 MW
750 kV OTL “Khmelnitska NPP – Rzeszów”: built in 1985,
not utilized since 1993. Transmission capacity – 2000 MW

Existing
electrical
connection
Ukraine-Poland

Prompt completion of the project “Ukraine –
European Union: Power Bridge” is the only
chance for Ukraine to unlock and utilize its
energy potential
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CONSTRUCTION OF UNIT#3 AND UNIT#4 OF
KHMELNITSKY NPP
Project objective
Supplementary electricity generation that will
contribute to Ukraine’s energy independence, facilitate
implementation of plans of social and economic
development
and
strengthen its role in the
international electricity market
Total approved cost of construction: UAH
36.8 bln.

Ø Project completion date:
KhNPP 3 – 2021
KhNPP 4 – 2022

Commissioning of KhNPP Unit #3 and Unit #4 will ensure additional supply of 15 bln.kWh (e) to the
energy system of Ukraine
Note:
The construction of KhNPP Unit#3 and Unit#4 according to the initial design (RI of VVER-1000/V-320 design, 1000 MW capacity
each) started in 1986, but was suspended in 1990 by the moratorium for NPP construction. Today, the construction status of the
power units is assessed at :
ü 75% complete for Unit#3
ü 28% complete for Unit #4
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FINANCIAL STRUCTURE OF COMPLETION
OF KhNPP UNITS №3, 4
The construction cost amounts to EUR 3,7 bln., including the cost of initial fuel loading of
~ EUR 296 mln. (as per FS of KhNPP units 3 and 4 construction at 2012 values)
Equipment and services to
be funded from export
loans granted by other
countries (France, Germany
etc.)
to supply electronics of
safety systems, RAW
management systems

6%

Є 224 mln.

28%

Є 1 050 mln.

Design works,
equipment
procurement,
construction and
installation works,
commissioning works,
start-up

8%

Є 296 mln.
Initial-load fuel
manufactured by
Westinghouse, funded
from export loans
Nuclear Island, other
equipment of power units
and associated services
provided by Czech
companies (Škoda JS as,
ÚJV Řež, etc.),
export loan granted by te
Czech bank

18%

Є 650 mln.

Loan funds secured by
the export electricity
supply contract

40%

Є 1480 mln.

Other loan funds

The project is entirely investment-driven and does not imply any
additional load on the budget of Ukraine
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NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY OF UKRAINE
Nuclear power industry of Ukraine is a reliable
foundation

for

the

national

energy

independence, and is the most advanced and
high-technology sector of the economy
While occupying relatively small areas, NPPs
keep the air, river and sea water clean, pure and
fresh. NPPs’ operation contains the global
warming and atmospheric pollution
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